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ABSTRACT: The performance of many technologies, such as
Li- and Na-ion batteries as well as some two-dimensional (2D)
electronics, is dependent upon the reversibility of stacking-
sequence-change phase transformations. However, the mech-
anisms by which such transformations lead to degradation are
not well understood. This study explores lattice-invariant shear
as a source of irreversibility in stacking-sequence changes, and
through an analysis of crystal symmetry shows that common
electrode materials (graphitic carbon, layered oxides, and
layered sulfides) are generally susceptible to lattice-invariant
shear. The resulting irreversible changes to microstructure
upon cycling (“electrochemical creep”) could contribute to the
degradation of the electrode and capacity fade.
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Layered materials play an important role in many fields
because of their unique chemical, mechanical, and

electronic properties. The exploitation of these properties by
humans dates back at least 20,000 years to the invention of
pottery, which leverages the dramatic changes in the
mechanical properties of clay minerals as water is deinterca-
lated.1 State-of-the-art Li-2−4 and Na-ion5,6 batteries utilize the
capability of layered materials to reversibly intercalate ions,
while two-dimensional (2D) electronics7 (e.g., graphene and
MoS2) and dry lubricants8 utilize their electronic and
mechanical properties. Novel applications of layered materials
are now also being explored in the life sciences, where double
layered hydroxides can serve as vessels for delivering drugs and
biomolecules.9

Many of these applications involve a special type of phase
transformation unique to layered materials: stacking-sequence-
change phase transformations. In these transformations, each
layer is topotactically preserved, but the relative alignment of
the layers changes. Stacking-sequence changes occurring during
the (de)lithiation of the classical Li-ion battery materials
LixCoO2

4,10,11 and lithium-intercalated graphite12−15 are canon-
ical examples, although stacking-sequence changes appear to be
even more prevalent in Na-ion battery materials due to the
stability of Na ions in both octahedral and prismatic
environments.4−6,16,17 Nickel (oxy)hydroxide, NiOOH1+x, the
active cathode material in NiMH, Ni−Cd, and Ni−Zn batteries
similarly exhibits a change in stacking sequence upon
electrochemical cycling.18,19 Some novel nanoelectronic devices
(e.g., devices based on MoS2

20−22) seek to exploit reversible

changes in chemical and optical properties associated with
stacking-sequence changes.
The reversibility of stacking-sequence changes is a critical

factor in the performance of these devices. In particular,
stacking-sequence changes may contribute to mechanical
damage that occurs during the electrochemical cycling of
common Li- and Na-ion battery materials.4,23 For example, the
formation of microcracks and accumulation of disloca-
tions4,24−28 has been widely observed in layered oxide cathodes.
In graphitic anodes, the cracking of the solid-electrolyte
interphase (SEI) has also been widely observed.29 Although
previous theoretical studies have examined the role of elastic
strain arising from concentration gradients and two-phase
coexistence in battery materials,29,30 little is known about the
exact mechanisms by which plastic deformation and irreversible
changes to the microstructure occur.
This work proposes lattice-invariant shear as a mechanism

for stacking-sequence-change phase transformations to induce
degradation and extends the formalism developed by
Bhattacharya et al. to ascertain which layered battery materials
are susceptible to lattice-invariant shear.31 The main result of
Bhattacharya et al. was that one can gain insight in to the
reversibility of displacive phase transformations through
considerations of crystal symmetry. Their work focused on
phase transformations in alloys driven by temperature or stress,
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such as the FCC (austentite) ↔ BCC (martensite) trans-
formation in steel32 and the related transformations occurring
in shape-memory alloys.33,34 Here we analyze layered battery
materials, wherein the driving force for transformation is
electrochemical.
Our main finding is that most layered battery materials,

including graphite and common layered oxides and sulfides, are
susceptible to lattice-invariant shear because of their crystal
symmetry. This could result in irreversible changes to
microstructure during cycling, an effect which we will refer to
as “electrochemical creep”. These changes may include the
accumulation of extended defects and the changes in the shape
of active-material particles, potentially contributing to particle
fracture and the cracking of the SEI.
Lattice-Invariant Shear in Graphitic Systems. We first

introduce the general concept of lattice-invariant shear in
layered materials using as a prototype the AA ↔ AB
transformation characteristic of alkali graphite intercalation
compounds,15 including lithium-intercalated graphite,12−15

which serves as the anode material in nearly all commercial
Li-ion batteries.2,35,36 In these phases, the layers consist of a
honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms, as shown in Figure 1. (A

honeycomb is not strictly speaking a lattice in the crystallo-
graphic sense but nevertheless is commonly referred to as a
lattice.) We consider the relative alignment of two layers where
the bottom layer is taken be in position A, and the top layer has
three possible lateral positions: A, B, or C. In the absence of
intercalation, graphite prefers an AB stacking (or the sym-
metrically equivalent AC) in which every other layer is
staggered, as shown in the left panel of Figure 1. In a Li-ion
battery with a graphitic anode, Li intercalates between the
graphite layers upon charging to form LiC6. This drives a
stacking-sequence change from AB to AA, wherein the carbon
layers are stacked directly on top of each other. Between the
end members C and LiC6, a number of staged compounds form
wherein some layers form AB-type stacking and others form
AA-type stacking.12−15

An AA → AB transformation between two layers followed by
the reverse transformation, AB → AA, can lead to a lattice-
invariant shear, that is, an overall shift in the relative alignment
of layers. The first AA → AB transformation has three
symmetrically equivalent glide pathways (as well as three
symmetrically equivalent AA → AC pathways), shown in
Figure 2. Similarly, the reverse transformation, AB → AA, has
three symmetrically equivalent pathways. One of these three
leads back to the original AA alignment of layers; however, the
other two lead to AA stackings distinct from the initial state.
Traversing one of these two pathways will result in an overall

shift in the relative alignment of layers relative to the starting
configuration, as represented by the blue arrows in Figure 2.
Thus, these AA → AB → AA pathways result in a lattice-
invariant shear of the original AA phase.
This lattice-invariant shear can be visualized as a path along

the graph shown in Figure 3. The spatial dimensions of this

figure correspond to the relative alignment of adjacent layers
and the nodes represent AA, AB, and AC stackings. Lines
connecting nodes represent pathways accessible during a charge
or discharge cycle. Lattice-invariant shear manifests as the
infinite connectivity of the graph formed by these pathways.
(The graph shown in Figure 3 is sometimes referred to as a
“dice lattice”, although the nodes themselves form a triangular
lattice.) In the language used to describe martensitic trans-
formations, an infinite connectivity represents a “strong” phase
transformation, while a bounded graph represents a “weak” one.
While the transformations between different stacking

sequences can be thought of as a simple gliding of the slabs,
the crystallography is complicated by the fact that stacking-
sequence changes also involve other degrees of freedom. At a
minimum, this includes an isotropic in-plane expansion or

Figure 1. Stacking sequences in graphite.

Figure 2. Stacking-sequence change pathways for graphite. Gray and
green circles represent carbons atoms in the lower and upper layers.
The blue arrows illustrate how the sequence of transformations AA →
AB → AA can result in lattice-invariant strain.

Figure 3. Stacking sequence change pathways in graphite. The arrows
show one possible pathway for lattice-invariant shear.
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contraction of the layers as well as a change in their separation.
In other cases, there may also be an anisotropic distortion of
the slabs (e.g., elongation along x and contraction along y), as
well as a relative displacement of sites within each slab. In the
Supporting Information, we derive a formalism that allows such
transformations to be mapped onto a two-dimensional space
describing stacking, such as that shown in Figure 3.
Lattice-Invariant Shear in Layered Oxides and

Sulfides. Applying this formalism to the stacking-sequence
changes that occur in the layered oxides and sulfides commonly
used as Li-2−4 and Na-ion5,6 battery electrodes shows that these
materials are also susceptible to lattice-invariant shear. The
layered oxides/sulfides have formula AxMX2, where the alkali
metal A intercalates in between MX2 layers (M = transition
metal and X = oxygen or sulfur). When used as a cathode, x = 1
corresponds to the fully discharged battery and x = 0 the fully
charged one. Each MX2 layer consists of three atomic planes
(X−M−X) with each atomic plane occupying the A, B, or C
sublattice of a triangular lattice. The M sites will be either
octahedrally or prismatically coordinated, depending on
whether or not the two X planes occupy the same triangular
sublattice. We focus now on the octahedral case, as this is the
coordination for the most common battery materials.
Assuming the transition metals reside in octahedral sites, six

“primitive” layered structures can be generated by enumerating
the possible stacking sequences of two adjacent MX2 layers
(Figure 4): O1, O3, P3, O2(a), O2(b), and P2. These

structures are primitive in the sense that all other layered
octahedral dichalcogenide structures (e.g., H1−337,38) can be
constructed by interleaving them. We follow the nomenclature
of Delmas et al.,39 wherein the letter refers to the coordination
of intercalant sites (octahedral or prismatic) and the number
indicates the number of layers in the repeat unit. Although
O2(a) and O2(b) are equivalent by a 180° rotation along an
axis in the plane of the layers and are both commonly referred
to as O2, we distinguish between them because they are not
equivalent by lateral translation; as a result, their intergrowth
would lead to the formation of extended defects.40

Phase transformations within this family of layered oxides
and sulfides represent stacking-sequence changes, and these
stacking-sequence changes can lead to lattice-invariant shear.
The most common stacking-sequence changes in these
materials are associated with the gliding of MX2 layers, which
results in transformation among O1, O3, and P3, and also
among O2(a), O2(b), and P2. Transformations between the
O1−O3−P3 and O2−P2 systems are rare because these
require stacking-sequence changes within individual MX2
layers, which are usually kinetically unfavorable because of
strong M−X bonds. (However, one prominent example of
stacking-sequence changes within a layer is the P2 ↔ O1
transformation of layered MoS2;

7,20−22 these phases are
frequently referred to as 2H and 1T in the context of 2D
electronics.)
The most common stacking-sequence change in layered Li-

ion cathode materials is from O3 to O1 (and O1/O3 hybrids)
upon deep deintercalation (i.e., extreme charging).4 This is
observed in the classical layered oxides LixCoO2

10,11 and
LixNiO2,

41 as well as the LixNiyMnzCo1−y−zO2 (NMC) solid
solutions used in state-of-the-art commercial Li-ion cells.23 The
lattice-invariant shear of the O1 ↔ O3 transformation can be
visualized as a honeycomb graph, as shown in Figure 5a.
Layered Na-ion battery materials differ from their Li

analogues in that they often favor prismatic coordination at
intermediate compositions (x ∼ 0.5).4−6,16,17 As a result, the
partial deintercalation of O3 NaxMX2 often results in
transformation to P3, and complete deintercalation to O1.
The resulting O3 ↔ P3 and P3 ↔ O1 transformations result in

Figure 4. Crystal structures for common layered dichalcogenides.
Vertices represent anion sites, while transition metals reside at the
centers of blue polyhedral and intercalants at the centers of green
polyhedral. The labels A, B, and C denote the positions of the anion
sublattice.

Figure 5. Stacking sequences in the (a) O1/O3/P3 system and (b)
O2/P2 system. The arrows show one possible pathway for lattice-
invariant shear for O3 ↔ O1 transformations and O2 ↔ P2
transformations.
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lattice-invariant shear represented by a honeycomb graph, like
the O3 ↔ O1 transformation. The deintercalation of O2
NaxMX2 similarly can result in a transformation to P2.5,6,42 This
results in lattice-invariant shear along a dice lattice, as shown in
Figure 5b.
To explore how electrochemical creep might contribute to

the mechanical damage of layered battery materials upon
cycling, we now explore how lattice-invariant shear might affect
microstructure. One possible effect is changes to the particle
shape. To illustrate this, we simulated the evolution in
morphology of a crystallite over repeated O2 ↔ P2
transformations. Figure 6 shows the deformation of the particle

in two limiting cases. The left column represents deformation
in the absence of external forces in which case each layer would
be equally likely to slide in each of the symmetrically equivalent
directions. Lattice-invariant shear results in a gradual rough-
ening of the particle’s surface over (de)intercalation cycles. The
expected displacement of two layers (in the root-mean-square
sense) is a N Nlayers cycles , where a is the in-plane lattice

parameter, Nlayers is the number of layers between the two
layers in question, and Ncycles is the number of cycles (see
Supporting Information for details). In contrast, when a large
resolved shear stress acts on the particle (for example, due to
the contact forces with other particles), layers may preferen-
tially slide in the direction that relieves the stress. The right
column of Figure 6 illustrates a simulation of the limiting case
where every layer slides in the same direction. After only a
single cycle, the particle is dramatically distorted.
Another possible consequence of stacking-sequence changes

is the accumulation of extended defects (i.e., dislocations)
generated when different regions in a particle undergo lattice-
invariant shear in different directions. For example, suppose
during the deintercalation of AA graphite, one side of a particle
nucleates AB while the other nucleates the symmetrically
equivalent stacking AC in the same layer (Figure 7). The AA/

AB and AA/AC boundaries represent partial dislocations,43 and
as AA is converted to AB and AC, these partial dislocations
glide across the particle. (Other nucleation and growth
geometries, such as core−shell growth, are also possible, but
do not change the underlying mechanism for dislocation
accumulation.) After transformation is complete, the partial
dislocations combine to form a dislocation separating the AB
and AC regions. Similarly, the nucleation of two different AB
variants or two different AC variants could also lead to
dislocation accumulation.
Motivated by the role of slip in classical fatigue

mechanisms,44,45 we speculate that electrochemical creep
could furthermore promote fracture during electrochemical
cycling. For example, stresses associated with lattice expansion/
contraction4,46,47 could be concentrated by the surface
roughness arising from electrochemical creep (cf. Figure 6),
resulting in crack initiation. The accumulation of dislocations
(cf. Figure 7) could similarly contribute to in a build-up in
stress.
Although the direct observation of electrochemical creep and

its impact on microstructure would be challenging, some
signatures of these phenomena can be seen in prior
experiments. For example, the scanning electron microscope
(SEM) images shown in Figure 8 (obtained from the
experiments described in ref 48) show the effect of electro-
chemical cycling on P2 Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2, a material that
undergoes a P2 ↔ O2 stacking-sequence change at 4.2 V.42

While the particles are intact in the pristine material (Figure 8a)
and the uncycled composite electrode (Figure 8b), many steps
and microcracks are present after 100 cycles to 4.5 V at a C/20
rate (Figure 8c). We hypothesize that these steps are the result
of electrochemical creep (similar to the simulated particle
morphologies in Figure 6), and that such steps may have
contributed to the initiation of the cracks visible on the top part
of the particle.) These microstructural changes may contribute
to the loss in capacity and increase in polarization with cycling,
as can be seen in the voltage curves shown in Figure 9.
The changes in microstructure arising from electrochemical

creep could negatively impact battery performance in several
ways. For example, microcracks can expose fresh active material
to the electrolyte, contributing to the growth of any surface
passivation layers.4,48 Microcracks can also result in poor
electronic connectivity between the active material and current
collector.27 Even if the active material does not fracture,
changes in particle shape could crack the SEI or other

Figure 6. Simulated deformation of a layered oxide particle due to
lattice-invariant strain arising from O2 ↔ P2 stacking-sequence
changes during intercalation. The particles are 2 μm in diameter and 1
μm thick (2727 layers) and are assumed to have an a lattice parameter
of 2.9 Å.

Figure 7. Example of a dislocation generated by lattice-invariant shear.
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passivation layer and expose fresh active material to the
electrolyte.
Creep can also arise from stacking-sequence changes induced

by ion exchange. Yabuuchi et al. reported that Na+/Li+ ion
exchange in OP4 LixNayCoO2 resulted in the formation of
ridges on particle surfaces.49 We hypothesize that these ridges
(shown in Figure 5 of ref 49) are the product of creep
associated with the OP4 → O4 stacking-sequence change that
occurred during these ion exchange experiments.
As discussed in the Supporting Information, the presence of

lattice-invariant shear in common stacking-sequence-change
transformations is a consequence of the symmetry of these
phases. This suggests that modifications to the crystal structure
that reduce the symmetry could potentially prevent, or at least
impede, electrochemical creep by biasing the system to prefer
some glides over others. Common symmetry-breaking
modifications to layered structures include the presence of a
collinear Jahn−Teller distortion (common in the layered Mn,
Ni, and Cu oxides50), the ordering of intercalant cations
(especially row orderings near x = 0.511,51,52) and the ordering
of cations in the transition-metal layer of oxides.
As an example, we consider how a√3 ×√3 ordering within

the transition-metal layer affects transformations between O1
and O3. This type of ordering is seen in many layered oxides,
such as the “Li-excess” layered oxides derived from
Li2MnO3.

53−57 Figure 10 shows the possible O1- and O3-
type stacking sequences in such a material. All of the O3-type
stackings (Figure 10a) are symmetrically equivalent. (These are
denoted as O3′ because the transition-metal ordering lowers
the symmetry from rhombohedral to monoclinic.) In contrast,
there are two distinct O1 stackings: one that places the √3 ×

√3 ordering of one layer directly below the next (Figure 10b),
and one in which the orderings are offset (Figure 10c). We shall
refer to these to structures as α-O1 and β-O1. Figure 11 shows

the graph representing stacking-sequence changes in this
system. If transformations from O3′ to α-O1 are strongly
favored over transformations from O3′ to β-O1, then lattice-
invariant shear will not occur because the O3′ ↔ α-O1 paths in
Figure 11 (depicted as solid lines) do not have infinite
connectivity. Such a preference could arise from a greater
thermodynamic stability of α-O1 over β-O1 or from differences
in the kinetics of O3′ → α-O1 and O3′ → β-O1
transformations.
The above analysis of lattice-invariant shear applies equally to

the staged “hybrid” structures seen in many intercalation
compounds. For example, around x ≈ 0.15, LixCoO2 forms a
staged O1/O3 hybrid (also referred to as H1−3),37,38 wherein
the Li resides in O3-like layers while the O1-like layers are
empty. The above analysis indicates that lattice-invariant shear
occurs in O3 ↔ O1/O3 transformations and O1 ↔ O1/O3

Figure 8. SEM images from the experiments of ref 48 showing (a) pristine layered Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2; (b) a Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 composite
electrode before cycling; (c) a Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 composite electrode after 100 cycles.

Figure 9. Comparison of the voltage profiles of cycles 1 and 100 for a
P2−Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 composite electrode cycled galvanostatically at
a C/20 rate in the experiments of ref 48.

Figure 10. Arrangement of cations in the (a) O3′, (b) α-O1, and (c)
β-O1 stacking sequences of a layered oxide with the Li2MnO3-type
ordering within the transition-metal layers. The filled circles represent
transition-metal sites in the upper layer, and the empty circles
represent transition-metal sites in the lower layer. The color indicates
which species resides at that site: blue corresponds to Mn and orange
Li.

Figure 11. O1- and O3-type stacking sequences in a layered material
with the Li2MnO3 ordering in the transition-metal layer.
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transformations just as it does in O3 ↔ O1 transformations;
this is because the gliding of neighboring layers to O1 or O3
stackings does not break the symmetry between equivalent
glides of a given layer. Similarly, lattice-invariant shear is
expected in transformations involving O1/P3, O3/P3, and O2/
P2 hybrids in Na layered oxides and sulfides17,58 as well as
transformations involving hybrid staged phases in Li-interca-
lated graphite.12,14,59

Conclusion. We conclude by discussing the implications of
electrochemical creep for the design of batteries and other
devices based on layered materials. Because the H1−3 and O1
phases in the layered oxides only occur at very high states of
charge, they are typically not accessed in the operation of
practical Li-ion batteries, where charging is usually restricted to
∼4.3 V in order to preserve cycle life.4 In contrast, we expect
electrochemical creep to occur in the graphitic anodes of
practical Li-ion batteries, where transformations between staged
phases occur at compositions that are accessed during normal
operation.12,14,59 Electrochemical creep may be more impor-
tant, however, for Na-ion battery materials than Li-ion materials
because of the greater propensity for stacking-sequence changes
in layered Na compounds.4−6,16,17

Traditional strategies for preventing degradation associated
with stacking-sequence-change phase transformations focus on
suppressing phase transformation altogether, either by restrict-
ing the state of charge3,4,23 or introducing dopants that
discourage stacking sequence changes.16 Our analysis suggests,
however, that suppressing all phase transitions may be
unnecessary: electrochemical creep potentially can be pre-
vented by lowering the symmetry of the crystal, for example, by
tuning the composition or synthesis conditions to achieve
cation ordering in the transition-metal layer.
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